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(6) Aan Widodo: 

 
We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Technium 
Social Sciences Journal, "Nonverbal Communication Of Legal Counsel 
With Defendants In Central Jakarta District Court Room". 
 
Our decision is to: Accept Submission 
 

(7) ENDORSE  TSSJ on Publons 
(8) https://publons.com/journal/554323/technium-social-sciences-journal/ 
(9) ------------------------------------------------------ 

Reviewer A: 
Recommendation: Accept Submission 
 
------------------------------------------------------ 
The topic of the article is appropriate with the profile of the Technium 
Social Sciences Journal? 

(10) Yes 
(11) Text formatting conditions are respected? 
(12) Yes 



(13) The figures are clear and have an appropriate contrast? 
(14) Yes 
(15) References, figures, tables and calculus relations are cited in the 

text of the paper? 
(16) Yes 
(17) The English language is clear, correct and accurate? 
(18) Yes 
(19) The general aspect of the paper is appropriate? 
(20) Yes 
(21) Scientific level of the paper – the conclusions of the paper must 

present the theoretical importance or the practical value of the study 
(22) high level: in the paper are presented original studies, the results 

being useful for practical or theoretical reasons 
(23) Suggestions for the author(s): None. Keep working on this topic 

because is very relevant for the social sciences research field. Good job!  
(24) Conclusions: the paper may be published without making any 

change 
(25) ------------------------------------------------------ 
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Reviewer B: 
Recommendation: Accept Submission 
 
------------------------------------------------------ 
The topic of the article is appropriate with the profile of the Technium 
Social Sciences Journal? 

(26) Yes 
(27) Text formatting conditions are respected? 
(28) Yes 
(29) The figures are clear and have an appropriate contrast? 
(30) Yes 
(31) References, figures, tables and calculus relations are cited in the 

text of the paper? 
(32) Yes 
(33) The English language is clear, correct and accurate? 
(34) Yes 
(35) The general aspect of the paper is appropriate? 
(36) Yes 
(37) Scientific level of the paper – the conclusions of the paper must 

present the theoretical importance or the practical value of the study 
(38) acceptable level: the paper presents an original scientific or 

technical review based on the compilation of several sources which are 



cited; the paper presents a progress report of an original study; the 
results are useful for practical or theoretical reasons 

(39) Suggestions for the author(s): Congratulations. I don't have any 
recommendations. 

(40) Conclusions:  the paper may be published without making any 
change 
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